Abstract. This paper examines the problem of image segmentation using hierarchical and syntactic methods. A bottom up approach takes low level feature vectors and combines them to form higher level objects corresponding to disjoint regions of the image with homogeneous characteristics. This transformation is known as The UpWrite. A DownWrite process is also introduced which reconstructs an image using only the higher level representation. This not only provides an insight into the e ectiveness of the representation, but also outlines its weaknesses. The results of the UpWrite, or segmentation, and the DownWrite are illustrated from a database of 1000 Corel Photo-CD images. Finally a simple classi cation scheme is presented to distinguish between predened image classes such as Fields, Brown Bears and Elephants. The classi cation results indicate the e ectiveness of the approach for use in content based image retrieval (CBIR).
Introduction
As the quantity and distribution of digital images grow the need for automatic image retrieval increases. Currently, systems such as IBM's Query By Image Content (QBIC) allow automatic retrieval based on simple characteristics and distributions of colour and texture 1] 2]. Although useful, these simple primitives do not consider structural or spatial relationships and in general fail to capture the meaningful content of the image. The addition of spatial location, size and spatial extents of colour sets leads to more desirable results as illustrated by a sample sunset query demonstrated using VisualSEEk 3] . This does however require the user to perform searches through a subjective choice of colours and explicit spatial locations.
A more general and reusable technique which addresses a family of more speci c problems is the use of body plans. These have been designed to perform segmentation and recognition in complex environments, as illustrated by locating horses and naked people in natural scenes 4] 5]. Although heavily based on structural and statistical information this approach is not fully automated, making use of a priori information in the form of speci c models. In 4], one speci c classi er is used for horses and another for naked people.
Ideally a hybrid combination of these methods is required which combines structural and spatial information with low level intensity, colour and textural characteristics to form a fully automated CBIR system. This system should make few assumptions about the image type and be robust with some level of invariance to contrast, brightness, noise, rotation, scale and translation.
Hierarchical syntactic approach
For the purpose of segmentation and CBIR, an image is considered to posses a hierarchical structure containing sub images or patterns with some underlying syntactic relationship. For example, an image of a large sailing boat may be decomposed into objects corresponding to sky, the boat and the ocean. The boat can then be further decomposed into its hull, masts and sails. Such hierarchical structure is usually depicted using a tree and can be expressed by some underlying grammar as discussed by Fu 6 ] a pioneer in syntactic pattern recognition. One of this most attractive point in this approach is that the relationships between objects can be expressed in much the same way as in human language and communication; the image consists of a boat on the ocean with sky in the background. The boat has two white sails, two masks and a brown hull.
The UpWrite
The UpWrite is a concept or general approach for automatically extracting hierarchical structure from an image or collection of primitives. Performed bottom up, the UpWrite can basically be summarised by the following three steps. This process can be repeated transforming a number of objects from a low to higher level within the hierarchy. For example, in binary images pixels can be combine into line segments, in turn into strokes and higher level objects such as circles, ellipses, rectangles 7] 8] through multiple stages of localisation, amalgamation and representation. In principle the UpWrite will transform a collection of low level primitives into a single high level representation, or a point in R N , which can be used for training and classi cation.
The DownWrite
Along with the UpWrite, a DownWrite process involves taking a higher level object and reconstructing a set of lower level primitives. Since the UpWrite process only extracts some features from the`image' the DownWrite will not be a perfect reconstruction. For example, if two people were told an image consisted of a ship on the ocean their interpretation of the actual image would probably vary considerably. If an UpWrite algorithm recognised a ship on the ocean the DownWrite would hopefully produce an image which a human would agree to be a ship on the ocean. Consequently the DownWrite provides an insight into the e ectiveness of the UpWrite and higher level object representation. Unlike the UpWrite the DownWrite is not unique and in general involves making decisions.
General Approach
To perform image segmentation low level feature vectors describing intensity, colour and textural characteristics are extracted from an image and amalgamated to form spatially disjoint homogeneous regions. These are represented using low order geometric moments, thus completing the rst level of UpWrite. A DownWrite is illustrated using the models of these regions to gain an insight into both the e ectiveness and limitations of the higher level representation. Furthermore, regions are combined based on mutual prediction of extracted image characteristics illustrating a potential second UpWrite. This enables spatially disjoint and occluded objects to be identi ed as depicted by Figure 1 .
In summary the aim is to automatically segment the image hierarchically based on structure inferred at various levels of analysis. The remainder of this paper outlines the method of feature extraction, the rst UpWrite or initial segmentation algorithm, one possible corresponding DownWrite and higher level processing to combine disjoint regions. Since at this stage the entire image is not transformed into a single point, a feature vector will be constructed from the object models and used for classi cation. 3 Feature Extraction
The method of feature extraction involves obtaining correlations between neighbouring low level image characteristics as described in 9] 10] 11]. In short this involves taking a square mask consisting of a set of k 2 adjacent n by n pixel windows and making an appropriate measurement in each window. The resolution and complexity are governed by the chosen window size (n) and block size (k). Feature vectors are formed by moving the entire mask across the image one pixel at a time and recording each window measurement along with the mask position (x; y).
Using single window measurements of average pixel intensity and standard deviation is extremely e ective in detecting anomalies in painted steel 9], and segmenting newspaper images into regions of text, picture, background and edges 10], respectively. For segmentation of natural images both of these and a further two average colour window measurements are used. In summary, the feature extraction process makes use of four window measurements as outlined by the following map. I r; g; b; x; y] 7 ?! P i 1 ; 1 ; cx 1 ; cy 1 ; i 2 ; :::; i k 2 ; k 2 ; cx k 2 ; cy k 2 ; x; y]
Colour Measurements
Since RGB colour representation is not well suited to image analysis, other colour spaces such as CIE-XYZ and HSI are typically used. While the CIE-XYZ colour space does provide an equation for perceptual di erence between colours it requires a white reference and is highly nonlinear ruling out averaging and statistical techniques 12]. The more commonly used HSI cylindrical space 3] su ers from noise sensitivity causing very dark (black looking) colours to be assigned a fully saturated colour. The alternative HSI conical space 13] 14] prevents this by adding a linear dependency between intensity and maximum saturation, hence unfairly distinguishing between the same perceived colour from mid to high range intensities.
In order to obtain a tradeo between the HSI cylindrical and conical spaces a tradeo is used whereby the saturation is limited by 1?(1?intensity) N as seen in Figure 2(a)-(c) . Furthermore the hue saturation plane is rotated and scaled to account for the distribution and correlation between colours in natural images apparent in Figure 2(d) . The nal two colour measurements used in feature vectors correspond to the Cartesian coordinates of this modi ed HSI space.
Segmentation Algorithm: The UpWrite
As introduced in Section 2 the UpWrite involves localisation, amalgamation and representation. The localisation or feature extraction phase uses the methods outlined in Section 3 to form a set of feature vectors P in R 4k 2 +2 . The implementation uses a block size k = 3, window size n = 6 pixels and a rotation of the { Threshold the local change image and identify all disjoint regions using a blobify algorithm. The initial threshold will allow a very low tolerance to local change allowing more homogeneous regions to be identi ed rst. For implementation an initial threshold of 5 is used which is increased in steps of 2 until it exceeds 80.
{ Model su ciently large regions for this threshold. Regions exceeding 400 pixels are modelled.
{ Label spatial positions for the modelled regions hence excluding these from further modelling.
{ Repeat these steps with an increased tolerance to local change. 1 Ignoring the x; y elements of the feature vector. Refer to 11] for more comprehensive details of algorithm stages.
Regions are modelled using these steps.
{ Calculate an initial region model by taking low order geometric moments. The region is modelled by a mean 2 R 6 and symmetric 6 by 6 covariance matrix C using the 4 window measurements and location (x; y) for all window placements within the region.
{ Perform a ood ll algorithm using the Mahalanobis distance with respect to the regions model.
A dynamic Mahalanobis threshold of maxf5:5?0:1 max ; 0g is used where max is the largest window measurement standard deviation as obtained from the covariance matrix, i.e. max = maxf p C ii : i = 1 : : : 4g. This inhibition factor prevents regions from leaking into one another along small ngers of gradual local change. After the addition of new points the regions model is re ned.
{ Model the nal region by the the number of data points, mean and covariance matrix C.
After all regions have be identi ed and modelled they are stored to disk. Currently no shape model is used, but rather is binary quad-tree for each region's shape is stored.
The DownWrite
Each region is modelled by the multi-variable Gaussian G(p) as de ned below. The DownWrite is achieved by calculating the expected value at the position speci ed by each pixel within the region and adding Gaussian random noise at a standard deviation determined by the model.
Higher Level Processing
The second UpWrite makes use of the spatially constrained estimate used by the DownWrite. The model for a region is deemed to predict another region if it can successfully estimate the characteristics or mean at the centre of the other region. If two regions successfully predict one another the regions are labelled the same.
Results and Classi cation
Results at each stage of processing using a database of 1000 Corel Photo-CD images are illustrated online 15] . Figure 3 shows the types of image classes in the database also used in 13] 14].
The UpWrite, DownWrite and higher level processing are illustrated in Figure  4 on images of the categories elds, brown bears and elephants. 3 The regions in white are not considered to belong to sizeable homogeneous regions. In terms of large objects, the sky and eld are identi ed in the rst image, the bear and sky in the second and the elephant, ground and sky in the third. One point to note is the variation of the uppermost sky region in the elephant example which prevents the two sky regions from being combined. Similar results can be observed for the tree regions outlining the inadequacy of the simple region prediction method. Overall the segmentation into homogeneous regions appears to be e ective. It is also encouraging that the DownWrite is visually similar to the original image highlighting the strength of the object representation.
On a single R10000 the UpWrite, DownWrite and prediction take 2 minutes, 8 seconds and less than 1 second respectively. Table 1 . Classi cation results for 1000 Corel Photo CD images. Table 1 shows the classi cation of the Corel images using the closest sizeable region to the centre of each image and a k-nearest neighbours classi er. This crude classi cation scheme produces results of 50.5% and 55.1% for k = 3 and k = 1 respectively.
Classi cation rates of between 50% and 55% are also achieved in 13] 14]. Results in this range are reasonably good considering a rate of 94.4% with human judgement despite obtaining 100% for all animal and airshow images.
Conclusion
The methods presented e ectively use low level intensity, colour and textural characteristics along with inferred structural information to hierarchically segment images into homogeneous regions. The concept of the UpWrite and DownWrite are introduced highlighting the syntactic approach.
Segmentation results are illustrated from a database which is loosely classied by topic. A simple classi cation scheme demonstrates the strength of the technique on a problem which is not clear cut. Improvements and further work is required in higher level analysis, image representation, comparison and classication. The method provides a general framework for initial stages of content based image retrieval.
